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URGENT SERVICE ADVISORY 

 
 

To all owners and operators of Nissan Diesel CK330, CW330, CW380, CW400, CG380 & CG400 

vehicles manufactured between 1993 and 2005. 

 

 

Due to a poor response to an advisory sent out to the then owners in February 2012 there is an urgent need to 

re issue that advisory. 

A recent instance of a vehicle rolling away after the driver had exited the cab has shown that the message 

hasn’t been communicated to operators as UD Trucks and the CVIU had expected. 

The reason for this last accident was due to the driver not ensuring that the park brake valve was properly 

applied and locked in the park position before he exited the cab. 

 In this case there was no fault found with the valve and it operated as it was designed to do. 

 

 

UD truck Distributors (NZ) Ltd recommends that the park brake valve be inspected at every service to 

ensure that the lever has no build-up of foreign materials between the lever shaft and the valve body and that 

the valve is in good working condition. 

The service intervals and inspections should be more frequent for vehicles operating in adverse and dusty 

conditions. 

If the park brake control valve shows any signs of stiffness in operation or the lever does not properly lock in 

the park position, the vehicle must not be operated until the valve is rectified or replaced. 

 

 

As a reminder to the drivers of these vehicles to ensure that the park brake is correctly applied and locked 

before exiting the cab, UD Truck Distributors has produced a warning label to be placed in the cab.  See 

fitting instructions included. 

 

 

If your listed vehicle does not have the label attached or your park valve is in urgent need of repair, please 

contact your nearest UD Trucks /Nissan Diesel service agent or contact UD Trucks directly on the above 

numbers.  

Please also see this advisory under recalls on our web site. 

 

 

A list of UD Trucks service agents and their contact details are included with this advisory. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

If you do not use an authorised UD Trucks service agent you should provide your service provider with a 

copy of this advisory 

 

 

 

Yours Sincerely 

                                                   
John Gerbich                                                            Bryan Musgrave 

General Manager                                                      National Aftersales Manager 

 

 

TO FIT THIS LABEL 

1. Ensure that the surface is clean and free of dust. If necessary wipe with cleaning solution. 

2. Peel backing from label and apply firmly to the area indicated. 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

                                                    


